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I AM THE LAST FREE-LANCE PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR ON EARTH. My name is Zachary Nixon

Johnson. The year is 2057 and, after a handful of species-altering upheavals, Earth-shattering

cataclysms, history-changing extraterrestrial contacts, and pop-culture disasters, the world is now a

pretty safe place. But, of course, as in times past, people still run the shades-of-gray gamut from

good to evil. There are still cops and robbers, saints and sinners, voters and politicians. And every

once in a while some crazy thing happens that threatens all of society, all of humanity, even the

entire space-time continuum. And for some reason it always happens on my watch. So when B. B.

Starr, the ex-exotic dancer who is now the CEO of ExShell, the largest corporation on the planet,

hires me for a particularly sensitive assignment, I naturally expect the worst. After all, B. B. Starr is

one of the richest and most powerful people on Earth--why does she need me? But even with the

help of HARV--my annoyingly precise holographic assistant, who's the most intelligent computer on

Earth--implanted directly into my brain (don't ask), this assignment sounds like more than I can

handle. For B. B. Starr wants me to locate and disable BB-2, an android replica of B. B. herself. An

android with a plutonium core, 160 times stronger, 176 times more durable, 200 times faster, with

senses far more acute, and a vastly higher IQ than normal carbon-based humans. How can I hope

to find and deactivate a bad-attitude, hell-bent, nuclear-powered, super android that looks like an

exotic dancer and might even be smarter than HARV?
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I've listened to this Graphic Audio CD 3 times all the way through now and i have to say I love it. It

has action, adventure, a slightly cheesy main character (who has a hot girl friend) an android

partner (who loves giving the main character s***!! All of the time.Compare that with crazy antics,

action packed sounds and of the wall vocals that make you think you are literally watching this

movie as you drive and you have the best combination.I would recommend this to anyone and

everyone who has a long drive ahead of them and gets bored of the radio really quickly. It will leave

you guessing at every turn.

I am a big fan of many of GraphicAudio's books, and the Nuclear Bombshell series is definitely one

of my favorites. It's essentially a sci-fi future detective story, narrated in a sort of old-style film-noir

style. It uses a lot of humor, from both Zachary Nixon Johnson (including his narration) and his

hologram side-kick HARV. It also stays moderately clean, with very occasional use of mildly vulgar

words (mainly 'b**ch') and maintains a minimal body count(in the entire series I don't recall any

humans actually being killed, just robots, androids and the like).It sort of depends on your taste of

humor but I would recommend this entire series.

This is really a hilarious book! I bought it as a gift for my friend and then couldn't resist listening to it

myself. I can't wait to hear the rest of the series :-) Whee!

This is one of the best forms of entertainment ever devised for a long 10 hour car trip. Best audio

book I've ever read. Came fast, too.
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